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Abstract 
 

Vulnerability of traffic network is a key problem of the traffic industry due to the intensifying traffic jams and increasing 
traffic accident rate. However, existing analyses on vulnerability of traffic network only focus on statistical 
characteristics of complex network. These works inevitably have some shortages, such as single network structure, low 
conformity between evaluation and actual monitoring results, and failure to focus on important traffic facilities (e.g., 
large bridges and tunnels). To solve problems in the existing evaluation model of traffic network vulnerability, a 
comprehensive evaluation model that integrated complex network and topological potential was proposed in this study. 
First, the urban road network was abstracted into a complex network topology based on complex network theory. 
Network attributes, which could influence vulnerability of traffic network, were extracted. Second, the influence range of 
traffic was analyzed on the basis of the network radiation model and congestion propagation theory. Finally, vulnerability 
indexes of traffic network were defined. Vulnerability of bridges and tunnels in the entire traffic network were assessed 
from physical attributes of roads, traffic conditions, and topological characteristics of traffic network. Results show that 
(1) abstracting the traffic network into a complex network is a high-efficiency processing method, whereas the 
combination of the network radiation model and congestion propaganda theory overcomes not only dependence of the 
gravity model on adjustable parameters during traffic assignment but also difference brought by parameters. Thus, the 
traffic assignment is objective and the results are accurate. (2) Determining the value of influencing factor is important. 
“Physical attributes of roads,” “traffic attributes,” and “structure attributes of traffic network” can directly affect the value 
of influencing factor accurately. The evaluation becomes accurate when a large number of influencing attributes are 
considered. The comprehensive evaluation model integrating complex network and topological potential can evaluate 
vulnerability of the traffic network effectively. The model provides a new perspective and method to study vulnerability 
of the traffic network. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The urban traffic system expands as a response to the 
continuous expansion of urban size accompanied with 
mutual interactions of parts and abundant influencing factors. 
Thus, urban traffic system is a typical and open complex 
network. Moreover, the frequent traffic jams and accidents 
brought by increasing traffic demands and road construction 
can influence the overall performance of urban road network 
and may even cause large-scaled traffic paralysis in 
downtown areas due to the spreading of traffic congestion in 
rush hours. Many large potential risks are present in the 
running of trunk road network in cities, such as fluctuation 
of traffic demands, earthquake, heavy snow and freezing, 
strong wind, flood, large-scaled activities, and terrorist 
attacks. These risks can decrease the traffic capacity and 
may even cause paralysis of the entire network [1]. Many 
crossing-river channels, including crossing-river tunnels and 
bridges, have been constructed along seas and rivers in 
urban traffic network to meet daily traffic demands of 

residents. Crossing-river bridges and tunnels are mainly 
highways and express ways with at least two-way four lanes. 
They can reduce environmental pollution and oil 
consumption, shorten travel time, and connect the traffic 
network. For example, many roads in megacities (e.g., 
Shanghai) in China have been saturated with the increase in 
number of cars and population although two banks of the 
Huangpu River have been connected [2]. In particular, the 
capacity to absorb new road networks weakens gradually 
during the morning and evening rush hours with serious 
congestion of the entire trunk network [3]. Developing 
functions of large bridges and tunnels is difficult during 
weather disasters and may even cause traffic accidents and 
large-scaled reach of traffic congestion. Therefore, large 
bridges and tunnels have encountered bottlenecks in guiding 
traffic flows in the road network [4]. Thus, studying the 
importance of crossing-river tunnels and bridges in the entire 
urban traffic network and discussing the influences of 
similar crossing-river facilities in the entire urban traffic 
network under faults are imperative. 

Existing studies on vulnerability of traffic network 
mainly focus on public transportation and subway networks 
[5, 6, 7, 8]. On the contrary, only a few studies on urban 
trunk network have been reported. Vulnerability of traffic 
network is mainly studied by complex network theory and 
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simulation assessment. The complex network emphasizes on 
the system structure and analyzes functions and statistical 
characteristics of systems from the structural perspective. 
However, the structural information overlooks traffic 
characteristics and other problems. Simulation assessment 
evaluates vulnerability of the road network by simulating the 
microscopic or macroscopic scenes of traffic network by 
using simulation software. Nevertheless, setting of 
simulation parameters influences vulnerability assessment 
considerably, and travelers’ knowledge on road information 
can also influence the consequence evidently [9]. Studies on 
vulnerability of traffic network pay small attention to mutual 
influences of factors. According to existing research 
achievements on vulnerability of traffic network, most 
results are inaccurate and the cooperation of different 
influencing factors is barely concerned. 

In consideration of the increasingly complicated new 
traffic conditions, research method of complex systems has 
gained overall understanding of the traffic system and 
provided theoretical references for solving urban traffic 
problems. In this study, complex network theory, network 
radiation model, and congestion propagation theory were 
combined. A calculation method of vulnerability of traffic 
network was defined using structural characteristics of road 
network topology, physical attributes of roads, and traffic 
characteristics as the reasoning evidence. The proposed 
method is conducive to increase evaluation accuracy of 
vulnerability of the traffic network. This method is important 
in maintaining normal running of regional traffic, managing 
large traffic flows, increasing the overall efficiency of the 
road network, and improving the ability to cope with 
emergency events. 
 
 
2. State of the art 
 
Studies on vulnerability of traffic road network began in the 
1980s and shifted attentions from vulnerability of road 
network caused by natural disasters (e.g., earthquake, 
mudslide, flooding, and landslide) to the vulnerability 
caused by traffic accidents and road damages. An increasing 
number of academic studies and conference reports on 
vulnerability of traffic network are available due to its 
increasing importance in the traffic field. Berdica [10] 
proposed the first definition of vulnerability of road network. 
He believed that vulnerability of the traffic network is a 
senstivity coefficient to events and can decrease the extreme 
of service level of the road network.  Descriptions of 
vulnerability can generally be divided into two types. First, 
some scholars pointed out that vulnerability of road network 
is related to failure of some components in the network and 
emphasizes on corresponding consequences. For example, 
M D'Este and Taylor [11] reported that vulnerability 
considers consequence of disasters only. In other words, 
failure severity of some compnents decreases the 
accessibility to some nodes (the accesibility index is the 
vulnerability of nodes). Second, other scholars concluded 
that vulnerability of road network is closely related to risks 
and that the probability of link failure should be considered 
except for consequences of failure. Jenelius and Mattsson 
[12] argued that the concept of vulnerability should be 
divided into two parts: (1) probability of occurrence of risk 
events and (2) consequences of events at a specific site. 
However, no unified standards and no reliable theoretical 
model of urban traffic system have been formed yet. 

Traffic network is a complex network system integrating 
urban planning and roads. Complex network theory is 
widely used in traffic network and provides another 
important measurement method of links in the worldwide 
public transport network [13, 14]. With respect to the size of 
the largest link subset, vulnerability of network is more 
sensitive to betweenness centrality than node degree. Çolak 
and Luş [15] defined vulnerability by the breaking speed of 
the system and obtained same conclusions. Complex 
network theory proposes many vulnerability indexes of 
network based on the topological structure of complex 
network (Table 1), including degree, degree distribution, 
shortest distance, shortest average distance, clustering 
coefficient, and betweenness [16]. Sienkiewicz and Holyst 
[5] analyzed topological structural characteristics of the 
public transport networks in 21 cities of Poland. 
Subsequently, they further analyzed clustering coefficient, 
matching attribute, and betweenness of public transport 
network in cities of Poland. However, they ignored actual 
attributes and traffic characteristics of roads.  

Although theoretical analysis and numerical applications 
deepen understanding on the simultaneous effect of supply 
and demand on vulnerability, most analyses on vulnerability 
of transport network concentrate on degeneration of 
infractures and major accidents or characteristics and some 
economic features of the traffic network, especially in road 
network and individual driving travel [17]. Husdal [18] 
disclosed that vulnerability of network is related to network 
flow and attributes related to environmental factors despite 
of the network structure. Nevertheless, the evaluation model 
involves many subjective factors, thereby resulting in poor 
evaluation accuracy. Zhang and Wang [6] analyzed 
networking characteristics of subway networks in Shanghai, 
Beijing, and Guangzhou. They also investigated 
vulnerability of subway network by two malicious attacking 
methods based on connectivity and functional vulnerabilities. 
They explored an improved topological structure of subway 
network as well. Rodríguez-Núñez and García-Palomares [7] 
measured criticality and vulnerability of public transport 
network by complex network indexes. They analyzed the 
increased traveling time caused by choosing the optimal 
route by using the actual network flow distribution. However, 
the public transport and subway networks have inadequate 
complexity. The authors used only statistical reasoning 
methods, such as complex network and hidden Markov 
chain, which cannot provide a comprehensive evaluation 
process and involve inadequate structural information. Li 
and Guo [8] described the coupling structure between the 
public transport and subway networks by analyzing the 
tolerance of traffic network under different attacking modes. 
Although the coupling structure is complicated, the 
complexity is still low and structural information is 
inadequate to capture single characteristic or characteristics 
of one aspect of the public transport network. However, the 
traffic network is a complicated multi-factor structure and 
should be studied in consideration of multiple factors. 
In summary, existing studies on vulnerability of traffic 
network concentrate on network and statistical 
characteristics of complex network. Only a few studies have 
evaluated vulnerability of road network by combining traffic 
characteristics and physical attributes of roads. Here, the 
topological potential field that can combine different 
characteritics was introduced to evaluate vulnerability 
integrating characteristics of traffic network, traffic 
characteristics, and physical attributes of roads. Inspired by 
physical field, the theory of topological potential field is an 
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important component of field theory. Topological potential 
is defined as the differential positions of each node in the 
topology. It is determined by the topology structure of node 
environment and is defined by the form of Gaussian function 
[20]. Topological potential energy covers rich structural 

information of the traffic network and structural information 
of roads. It offers an ideal solution to inadequate structural 
information in the traditional Laplacian matrix. Thus, a new 
method for vulnerability evaluation based on topological 
potential and complex network was proposed in this study. 

 
Table 1. Complex network theory conceptions [19] 

Network 
characteristics Concept description Formula Meaning of Parameters  

Degree 

It refers to the number of edges associating the node with other 
connected nodes. Network degree distribution refers to nodes 
with a probability or proportion that is exactly k expressed with 
distribution function p (k). 

,i ijj j i
k a

≠
=∑  

ija —relative value in adjacency 
matrix 
N—number of nodes in the entire 
network 

Average path 
length 

It refers to average distance between all pairs of nodes. For the 
road network model, it is an indicator of road network 
connectivity and convenience of travel.  

i 1 1

2
( 1)

N N ij
j

LL
N N= =

=
−∑ ∑   

ijL —shortest path length 
between any two nodes 
N—number of nodes in the entire 
network 

Clustering 
coefficient 

A large network clustering coefficient indicates high connection 
tightness between the intersection and nearby intersections and 
high density of the road network. High connection tightness is 
convenient for traffic travel. 

2 ( 2)
( 1)

i
i i

i i

eC k
k k

= ≥
−

  ie —actual number of edges 
connected with node i  

Betweenness 
It indicates the number proportion of the shortest path through 
the node (edge) in the network. Betweenness is a key indicator 
of discovering and protecting key nodes (edges). 

,

( )kj
i k j N

kj

D iB
D⊂

=∑   

k ( )jD i —number of the shortest 
path through the node i 

kjD —number of the shortest path 
between nodes k and j 

Network 
efficiency 

It shows the effectiveness of composite network after removing 
certain nodes. 

,

1

( )
( 1)

i ji j
ij

glob
dE G

N N

∀ ≠

=
−

∑
 

ijd —shortest distance between 
node i and node j 
N—number of nodes in the entire 
network 

Eigenvector 
centrality 

It is a measure of the influence of a node in a network. It assigns relative scores to all nodes in the network depending on the 
concept that connections to high-scoring nodes contribute more to the score of the node in question than equal connections to low-
scoring nodes. 

 
The remainder of the study is organized as follows. 

Section 3 proposes the vulnerability evaluation method for 
traffic network based on the complex network model, 
network radiation model, and congestion propagation theory 
and the vulnerability indexes of the traffic network. Section 
4 presents a case study of the trunk network within the outer 
ring of Shanghai. The vulnerability of 4 crossing-river 
bridges and 13 crossing-river tunnels in Shanghai is 
evaluated with the traffic test data of Shanghai 
Transportation Commission. Section 5 elaborates the 
conclusions. 
 
 
3. Methodology 
 
3.1 Topological structure of the traffic network 
The structural diagram of traffic network is composed of a 
group of nodes and links. It allows flow of information or 
objects in an n-dimensional space. The traffic network (G) 
can be described as G=(N,A), where {n 1,2,3 }iN i n= = L  is 
the node set, n is the total number of nodes, and 

{ ( , ) , }ij i j i jA a v v v v N= = ⊂  is the link set. Moreover, 

E m= . If the link ija exists between nodes i and j, then 

1ija = ; otherwise, 0ija = . 
Two important structural attributes of complex network, 

which are used in many other evaluation systems, are 
utilized in the present study. An important step is to measure 
properties of a small typical neighborhood group by the 
clustering coefficient iC . Another step is to measure the 
typical distance between two nodes by the path length ijL , 
which is introduced by Watts and Strogatz [21]. Clustering 

considers the number of direct links between adjacent nodes 
( ik ). The clustering coefficient of nodes is equal to ik  
divided by the number of possible links between them. 
Derrible and Kennedy [22] reported that the maximum 
number of links in a plane network is 3 1ik − , where 3ik ≥ . 
Therefore, the clustering coefficient iC  of node i can be 
expressed as 
 

( 3)
3( 1)

i
i i

i

kC k
k

= ≥
−

                        (1) 

 

,i ijj j i
k a

≠
=∑                              (2) 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Traffic network (G) 

 
 

A high clustering coefficient reflects high connection 
tightness between nodes, which is convenient for traffic 
travel. 

On this basis, the network efficiency can be gained. 
Network efficiency is an index that measures flowability or 
mobility in the traffic network. The characteristic path length 
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( ijL ) is used to measure the network efficiency. The reason 
is that a low value of ijL reflects high moving speed between 
any pair of nodes [23]. The communication efficiency η(G) 
between nodes i and j can be defined as the reciprocal of 
characteristic path length ijL = +∞. 

When no connecting path exists between nodes i and j. 
The global network efficiency η(G) reflects the overall 
capability of the network, where G generally represents the 
traffic network. η(G)  is defined as follows [24]: 

 

, ;

1 1( )
( 1) i j N i j

ij
G

N N L
η

⊂ ≠
=

− ∑                  (3) 

 
3.2 Topological potential 
Nodes are connected by links and influence mutually rather 
than isolated in the topological structure of a complex 
network. Therefore, the theory of topological potential field 
is introduced into the complex network to describe the 
relationships of nodes and disclose the basic characteristics 
of potential importance distribution [20, 25]. 

The theory of topological potential field posits that the 
topological potential of any node in a given traffic network 
G=(N,A) can be defined as  
 

[ ]
2( )

10
( ) ( ) ( ) ilk L
i i s li
v m v m v e σϕ −

=
= + + ×∑ L           (4) 

 
where ( )ivϕ  is the topological potential of node iv  (1≤i≤n). 
Node lv  is the node within the influence scope of node iv . k 
is the total number of nodes in the influence scope of iv , and 
1≤k≤n−1 and 1≤l≤k exist. ilL is the shortest path between 
nodes lv  and iv . ( )s lm v is the quality or inherent attribute of 
the node lv  and may have different physical importance. σ is 
the influence scope of one influencing factor over the node 
iv . 

The influencing factor σ is the influence scope of node 
iv . If σ→0, then no mutual influence is exerted among 

different nodes. On the contrary, the mutual influence of 
nodes is very strong and all nodes even influence mutually if 
σ→∞. The value of σ influences the accuracy of topological 
potential results. σ is optimized and selected by calculating 
the topological potential entropy [26]. The topological 
potential entropy H is defined as 

 

1

( ) ( )logn i i
i

v vH
Z Z

ϕ ϕ
=

= −∑                            (5) 

 

where n the total number of nodes and 
  
Z = ϕ (vi )i=1

n
∑  is a 

normalized factor. The topological potential distribution is 
the mostly uneven, and the uncertainty is the minimum 
under the minimum topological potential entropy. At this 
moment, the value of influencing factor is the desired 
optimal value. 

 
3.3 Radiation model of the topological network 
Among the traffic assignment and travel demand models, 
gravity model is the most important [27, 28]. Gravity model 
originated from Newton’s law of gravitation. Such model is 
extensively used but depends on adjustable parameters. 
These parameters vary in different regions and may disagree 
with known analysis [29]. The gravity model has evident 

limitations, and its validity is still controversial. Compared 
with the survey data, the gravity model fails to estimate 
travel attraction accurately [30, 31]. Simini and González 
[29] introduced a radiation model to predict communication 
cpacity between the long-term migration mode and different 
regions. The observed migration mode agrees well with the 
transmission and moving modes. Without parameter 
characteristics, this model can be used in fields that lack 
prior moving measurement and considerably increases the 
prediction accuracy of most phenomena influenced by 
moving and transmission processes. 

The radiation model of topological network is defined on 
the basis of the gravity and radiation models. In the present 
study, a real road network is dualized. The actual roads are 
nodes in the dual network and nodes are links in the dual 
network. The topological potentials of nodes i and j ( ( )ivϕ  
and ( )jvϕ ) are considered. The node degree ( ik ) in the 
actual network corresponding to nodes i and j in the dual 
network is considered. The average traffic volume from 
node i to node j, which is predicted by the radiation model of 
topological network, can be defined as ijT : 
 

1 1

( ) ( )
( ( ) )( ( ) ( ) )

i j
ij i h h

i i i j ii i

v vT T
v k v v k

ϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕ ϕ
= =

=
+ + +∑ ∑  

      (6) 

 
where h is the number of links between nodes i and j. The 
absorbed traffic ( ijT ) considers inherent attributes of roads 
and structural attributes in the topological network. 

 
3.4 Vulnerability evaluation of bridges and tunnels 
Many researchers [32], including researchers engaged in 
traffic network [33], defined change rate of network 
efficiency as the vulnerability of network. This vulnerability 
refers to the reduction in global safety of the network caused 
by interruption of links in the network. The definition of 
vulnerability only considers that the change in topological 
network efficiency is incomplete and inaccurate. Therefore, 
the change rate of global efficiency in the present study is 
called the topological vulnerability ( TV ) and is used as one 
of evaluation indexes of vulnerability.  
 

( ) ( )
( )

T
G GV

G
η η

η

∗−
=                           (7) 

 
where G∗  is the new network produced by the original 
traffic network G when the fault links are eliminated. 

Change rate of the traffic network potential is another 
evaluation index of vulnerability. In accordance with the 
definition of change rate of the global efficiency, the change 
rate of topological potential can be defined as 

 

 Z
Z ZV
Z

∗−
=  

  
                            (8) 

 
where Z and Z ∗  are the sum of topological potentials of all 
nodes in the traffic network, which are corresponding to the 
traffic networks G and G∗ . 

Leamer [34] (Sections 4.4–4.6) proposed the Bayesian 
averaging of Bayesian estimates and introduced the basic 
equation. The Bayesian averaging of classical estimates was 
proposed by Raftery [35] and then modified by Doppelhofer 
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and Miller [36]. The Bayesian averaging method has been 
studied and applied extensively [37-40]. Inspired by the 
Bayes mean, the vulnerability is defined as follows: 

 
T ZmV nVV
n m
+

=
+

                            (9) 

 
where n and m are total numbers of nodes and links in the 
network, respectively. 

 
 

4 Case study 
 
4.1 Data source and topological modeling 
In the case study, all data were provided by Shanghai 
Transportation Commission and covered road conditions, 
information of crossing-river bridges and tunnels, road 

capacity, intersection information, road network structure, 
and traffic flows in different road sections and crossing from 
April 2016 to May 2016. Among them, traffic flow was used 
as two-way statistical data and the unit in this study was 
“passenger car unit.” 

The topological structure of trunk network in Shanghai 
(including 13 large crossing-river tunnels and 4 crossing-
river bridges, which are key research objects in the road 
network) was constructed in accordance with the 
characteristics of trunk network and crossing-river bridges 
and tunnels (Fig. 2). The intersections in the road network 
and road sections between two intersections were abstracted 
as nodes and edges of two nodes, respectively. 
Characteristics of a complex network and actual road 
network (Table 1) were used as influencing factors of 
comprehensive vulnerability evaluation of traffic network.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Topological structure of trunk network in Shanghai 
 
4.2 Vulnerability analysis of large bridges and tunnels in 
Shanghai 
 

4.2.1 Calculation of topological potentials and value of 
influencing factor 
In the present study, topological attributes ( ik , SilL , iC  and 

SNdm ) of the traffic network and physical attributes ( Trvm , 
Trcm  and Lam ) of the road network were chosen as attributes 
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for comprehensive evaluation. Table 2 introduces these 
attributes. 
 
Table 2. Variable 

Variable Variable description 

ik  Node degree 

ijL  Segment length 

SilL  Shortest path length between node i and l 

( )s lm v  

vT  Average daily peak hour traffic volume from April 
2016 to May 2016 

cT  Traffic capacity of each lane 

iC  Clustering coefficient  

Sijk  Degree of the segment node after the dual of the 
road network 

Lam  Number of lanes corresponding to a segment 

 
 The topological network in Fig. 1 was converted to a 
dual network. Nodes in the original traffic network were 
converted into links, and links in the original traffic 
networks were changed into nodes. Topological potential of 
nodes in the dual network was calculated in accordance with 
Eq. (4). In this evaluation method, finding the value of the 
influencing factor (σ), which represents the influence range 
of nodes, is important. The functional image of the 
topological potential entropy is shown in Fig. 3, where the 
minimum of σ is 0.1200. The minimum of the influencing 
factor in this case study is determined to be 0.1200. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Influencing factor 
 
4.2.2 Calculation of reach 
Bridges or tunnels may be closed for traffic during accidents 
or disaster attacks, which surely influence the surrounding 
traffic roads. To study vulnerability of large bridges and 
tunnels, roads that are connected with each bridge or tunnel 
were attacked successively and traffic assignment was 
performed. Each flow assignment was accomplished in 
accordance with Eq. (6), which was close to practical 
situations. The links would fail when Trv La Trcm m m≥ × , and 
failed links were deleted from the traffic network. In 
accordance with congestion propagation theory, links that 
meet Trv La Trcm m m≥ ×  in all roads were deleted after each 
assignment, and traffic was redistributed until no failed links 
are found in the road network. 

From the analysis of 13 large crossing-river tunnels and 
4 crossing-river bridges in Shanghai, they were assumed to 
be damaged upon attacks. Fig. 4 shows the influence range 
of each tunnel and bridge. Different traffic facilities are 
expressed by different colors. 

Depending on connections between nodes and links in 
the topological structure of the trunk network in Shanghai, 
the global efficiency of the road network ( ( )Gη ∗ ) after 
failed links was deleted using Eq. (3). Similarly, the 
corresponding  Z ∗ can be calculated. Table 3 lists the results 
of different facilities. 

 
Table 3. Network efficiency and potential entropy after 
failure 

Traffic facilities ( )Gη ∗  Z ∗  

Original 0.205 37002054.97 
Nanpu Bridge 0.168 35268054 
Waihuan Tunnel 0.181 35888005 
Shangzhonglu Tunnel 0.191 34002004.90 
Yangpu Bridge 0.188 35002004 
Xupu Bridge 0.185 36068054 
ChangjiangluTunnel 0.189 34822007 
Yan’andonglu Tunnel 0.186 35990000 
Xinjianlu Tunnel 0.187 35902999 
Lupu Bridge 0.190 35002005 
Xiangyinlu Tunnel 0.194 34003000 
Jungonglu Tunnel 0.186 36689904 
Fuxinglu Tunnel 0.192 35602000 
Dalianlu Tunnel 0.193 35322078 
Dapulu Tunnel 0.192 36999000 
Renminlu Tunnel 0.196 35942265 
Longyao Tunnel 0.195 36572116 
Xizanglu Tunnel 0.197 36992066 
 
4.2.3 Vulnerability analysis 
In accordance with connections between nodes and links in 
the topological structure of the trunk network in Shanghai, 
the global efficiency of the current road network can be 
calculated by Eq. (3) as ( ) 0.205Gη = . 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
A comprehensive evaluation model based on complex 
network, network radiation model, and congestion 
propagation theory was proposed to deal with the 
intensifying traffic congestion and increasing traffic 
accidents. The proposed model was used to solve time and 
spatial diffusion brought by saturation of abundant road 
sections and reduction in traffic capacity of the entire traffic 
network caused by potential risk events. This model could 
evaluate vulnerability of large urban traffic network 
accurately. The model was also used to study vulnerability 
of Shanghai road network covering 13 crossing-river tunnels 
and 4 crossing-river bridges within the outer ring of 
Shanghai. From the results, the conclusions were obtained as 
follows: 

(1) The combination of network radiation model and 
congestion propagation theory overcomes shortages of the 
gravity model during traffic distribution, such as high 
dependence on adjustable parameters, difference brought by 
parameters, and inconsistent analyses. The topological 
potential also combines the physical attributes of roads and 
network structural attributes well in accordance with 
attributes of the complex network. As a result, the reliability 
of the evaluation results increases. The number of evaluation 
factors can be determined depending on practical situations. 

(2) Determining the influencing factor that symbolizes 
the reach of nodes is imperative. “Physical attributes of 
roads,” “traffic attributes,” and “structural attributes of the 
traffic network” can influence the value accuracy of the 
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influencing factor. The evaluation becomes accurate when a 
large number of influencing factors are considered. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Reaches of different bridges and tunnel 
 
 

Table 4. Analysis results of vulnerability of Shanghai Bridge and Tunnel 
Cross river facilities ( )Gη ∗  Z ∗  TV   ZV  VulnerabilityV  Ranking 

Original 0.205 37002054.97     
Nanpu Bridge 0.168 35268054 0.180487805 0.046862288 13.25% 1 

Waihuan Tunnel 0.181 35888005 0.117073171 0.030107786 8.59% 2 
Shangzhonglu Tunnel 0.191 34002004.90 0.068292683 0.081077931 7.29% 3 

Yangpu Bridge 0.188 35002004 0.082926829 0.05405243 7.26% 4 
Xupu Bridge 0.185 36068054 0.097560976 0.025241868 7.16% 5 

ChangjiangluTunnel 0.189 34822007 0.07804878 0.058916943 7.12% 6 
Yan’andonglu Tunnel 0.186 35990000 0.092682927 0.027351318 6.92% 7 

Xinjianlu Tunnel 0.187 35902999 0.087804878 0.029702566 6.69% 8 
Lupu Bridge 0.190 35002005 0.073170732 0.054052403 6.63% 9 

Xiangyinlu Tunnel 0.194 34003000 0.053658537 0.081051038 6.35% 10 
Jungonglu Tunnel 0.186 36689904 0.092682927 0.008436044 6.24% 11 
Fuxinglu Tunnel 0.192 35602000 0.063414634 0.037837222 5.42% 12 
Dalianlu Tunnel 0.193 35322078 0.058536585 0.045402261 5.38% 13 
Dapulu Tunnel 0.192 36999000 0.063414634 8.25622E-05 4.07% 14 

Renminlu Tunnel 0.196 35942265 0.043902439 0.028641381 3.84% 15 
Longyao Tunnel 0.195 36572116 0.048780488 0.011619327 3.54% 16 
Xizanglu Tunnel 0.197 36992066 0.03902439 0.000269957 2.51% 17 
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 (3) The proposed model is used to evaluate vulnerability 
of Shanghai road network covering 13 crossing-river tunnels 
and 4 crossing-river bridges within the outer ring. The 
results show that the Nanpu Bridge is very vulnerable to the 
trunk network in Shanghai. It may decrease the entire traffic 
network efficiency considerably during accidents, thereby 
causing large-scaled influences. The Waihuanlu Tunnel, 
Shangzhonglu Tunnel, Yangpu Bridge, and Xupu Bridge 
play an important role in the global network efficiency, 
whereas the Xizanglu tunnel only slightly influences the 
entire network. 

The proposed model not only can be used to evaluate 
vulnerability of large urban traffic networks but also is 
applicable to other fields, such as aviation network systems 
or other systems with complex network attributes. This 
study also has some shortages. For example, only flows in 

rush hours, which are inadequate, are considered. If large 
amounts of traffic information, such as travel and delay 
times, are added into the model, then the evaluation results 
will be highly accurate. However, data acquisition is a long 
process and requires long-term cumulative observation. 
These topics are interesting research directions in the future. 
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